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Shale Changed the Playing Field: Now The Game Changes

Outline
 How and why did the 2014-2017(?) oil price collapse happen?

 Have growing impacts from Climate Change Awareness changed Saudi thinking?

 What was the role, if any, of ongoing US natural gas surpluses? Where to next? Do geopolitics matter?

 How has the US shale surge and Opec/Saudi policy affected global oil balances?

 What do the expected balances mean for prices? What do prices mean for balances?
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How and Why Did The 2014-17(?) … Price Collapse Happen?
 The prime cause of the oil price collapse was not Opec’s Nov. 27 decision and its renewal earlier this month,
Opec’s decision was a reaction to something else.
 The birth of the “Shale Era” caused the price collapse; changing the rules oil markets had lived by for decades -and the roles of the main players.
 The Shale Era is more about how geologists think about their job than about the tools and information they have.
Prices played no role and technology only contributed to the rapid rate of growth, not the fundamental events.
 Source rock as a target -- rather than being an academic afterthought -- brought about the US shale surge; not
horizontal drilling, not multilateral wells, not hydraulic fracturing.
 The oil world is now confronted with a new, huge, producible resource base and has so far been able to produce it
economically at prevailing prices and costs.
 Saudi Arabia couldn’t change the resource or the knowledge base, so they have chosen to try to change the
economics..
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Shale was not Alone in Changing Energy Markets
 Besides the birth of the shale era, the other major change in oil market conditions has been the rise in
environmental awareness.
 The juxtaposition of the price decline and the run-up to COP21 in Paris last December had a profound effect on
current and future oil market thinking, as the effects of increasingly likely environmental action could no longer be
ignored.
 The long-term aspect of Saudi thinking and its “low-price, market share” strategy was affected by the coincidence
of the price decline and the Paris Summit.
 Oil Minister Naimi’s “Black Swan” (or maybe now Khalid al-Falih’s “Green Swan”) of much lower future oil demand
was largely motivated by visions of carbon taxes, cap & trade, renewable fuel standards and other mandatory anti-oil
measures enacted by environmentally committed consumer governments.
 In the still unlikely event of the market for oil and oil products virtually disappearing in the next several decades, Saudi
Arabia would be left with the largest “stranded asset” in the history of the planet.
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What About Natural Gas and What About Geopolitics?
 Of the session title’s three words -- oil, gas & geopolitics -- arguably oil matters most.
 To be fair, the shale revolution actually started with natural gas from the Barnett Shale.
 But gas was already on a road to surplus and “with abundance comes irrelevance.”
 Similarly, geopolitical impacts paid the price of glut: Both these statements are true;
 “Never has the Middle East had a higher degree of political risk.”
 “Middle East oil supply has never been higher.”
 The second statement wins. Geopolitics will matter again when balances tighten.
 And natural gas regains relevance when it clearly becomes the global “bridge fuel.”
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Changing Roles for Key Oil Players: Who’s Doing What & Why?
 Saudi Arabia is the center of it all; Mohammed bin Salman the political prime mover. Other Opec and non-Opec
producers just whirl around the edges of the dance floor.
 Any accommodations on cooperation draws applause from paper market price bulls, cash-strapped producing
companies and fiscally strained countries, and prices rise.
 But the mere size of the cut required to dry up both a still 1 million-2 million b/d surplus and begin attacking an
accumulated stock overhang approaching a 500 million barrels, needs a 4.5 million b/d cut, the largest ever, to be
done speedily enough.
 Unfortunately, if it were to work to drive up oil prices, success would likely turn into failure as US shale production
quickly and effectively returns.
 But getting an agreement that meets Saudi shared-burden criteria is surely “no walk in the park.” Effectively bringing
Iran, Iraq and even Libya into a pact is no easy matter. And if history is a guide, having Russia as a partner is no
picnic either.
 The alternative of continuing to leave the market to its own devices, makes US shale producers and other nonOpec suppliers seeing involuntarily declines due to low prices are part of the solution; while rising prices make
them again part of the problem, along with to likely unrestrained flows from Iran, Iraq and maybe even Libya. Only
Venezuela lurks as a potentially “useful” involuntary cutter.
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 Focus on US Shales: The Main Agents of Change for Oil Markets


US oil shale area production is reversing a multi-decade decline



Eagle Ford and Bakken oil areas dominated, now it’s Permian and SCOOP



Marcellus and Utica dominate gas, following on Barnett and Haynesville



The widespread Niobrara may prove the next frontier



High-grading kept up momentum in sweet spots, at expense of future performance of main shales,
ignoring marginal areas and secondary shales



The longer the oil price experiment takes, the more difficult shale’s return



Financial factors will determine who stays and who goes; break-even costs don’t matter as much as
debt-equity ratios, debt service costs, values of reserve collateral in the game of “Shale Patch Economic
Darwinism”
Asset reallocation has been a victim of “slower for longer” with hopes of an oil price surge; sellers are
plentiful, buyers just now beginning to appear
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US Light, Tight Oil Surge Has Changed US and Global Oil Markets
The US shale liquids are dominated by North Dakota and Texas. Now US Gulf of Mexico is kicking in with a
post-Macondo surge, despite lower prices.
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Supply-Demand Price Responses are Not the Whole Story

 Absent significant economic events, 2017 demand growth is slightly slower at 1.33 million b/d with non-Opec
supply up 680,000 b/d vs. 2016 growth of 1.38 million b/d and a nearly flat 10,000 b/d respectively. Inventories keep
rising & prices wobble.
 Opec NGL & Other production slow to 120,000 b/d from 2016’s 140,000 b/d. But Opec crude adds about 1.04
million b/d on top of 1 million b/d expected this year.
 A key assumption is that Opec financial pressures from low oil price, on balance of payments, and government
budgets, don’t spawn production-inhibiting upheavals.
 Iraqi growth, depending on KRG, a sputtering Libyan recovery and a surge from post-sanctions Iran are
responsible for much of the Opec near term crude increases.
 Demand responses will again be depressed by currency movements in favor of the dollar and further devolution of
subsidies. Supply response depends on gov’t fiscal policies and financial health of producing companies, plus
related asset transfers.
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US Shale is Not the Only, or even the Major, Supply in Play

 Russia’s surprise 2015 increase, was supposed to set the stage for a 2016 decline, but things went the other way.
China’s drop is real led by Daqing’s final reckoning.
 Excluding China, only four other top 15 non-Opec producers are seen declining this year, mostly unrelated to
price, same as 2015 and one less than in 2014.
 Non-Opec growth has been dominated by the US -- 70% of 2014 and still 64% of 2015; but growth could swing
from an 800,000 b/d gain to a 2016 215,000 b/d drop.
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An Interesting Range of Supply-Demand Opinions On Balances

Sources: Energy Intelligence, Oil Market Intelligence, Sep.14'16;
International Energy Agency, Oil Market Report, Sep.13'16; Opec
Monthly Oil Market Report, Sep.12'16; US Energy Information
Administration, Short Term Energy Outlook, Sep.79’16.
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Oil Prices 2014-17 -- One Man’s View (

)

subject to major changes without notice

 Since the fundamentals continue to be choppy, this
year due to inventory rather than on and off optimism
about S&D..
 Much of the work was already done on prices
during 2nd half of 2014 and 2015, this year
fundamentals catch up.
 Brent has been more volatile than WTI, since it is
more global and geopolitics have a bigger Brent effect
and WTI is more about better US shale supply logistics.
 Last year’s Jan-Feb, Q2 and Q3 prices bumps, were
based the on financial side positioning and
expectations, ultimately merely delaying the supply
adjustment process with hedge re-hedging.
 This year has already seen more of the same, this time
is about low-probability production cuts.
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The Evolution of 2015-17 Prices Has Not Been Smooth

Source: Jan.’15 - New York Energy Forum, "2015 Oil Market Outlook"; Feb.’15 - CSIS, "Energy Market Impacts of Low Oil Prices"; Mar’15 - Saudi Aramco
Energy Week, "Global Oil Markets in a New Lower Oil Price 'Shale Era"'; Apri’15 - CERI World Oil Conference, "Energy Market Impacts of Low Oil Prices";
May’15 - client presentations in London, Paris and Madrid, "Energy Market Impacts of Low Oil Prices"; Jun’15 - client presentations in Houston, "Shale Era
Challenges Oil Market Traditional Structures"; Sep’15 - client presentations in Europe. Nov-Dec’15 Houston clients, China International Oil & Gas Trade
Congress, Tokyo client presentations, Jan’16 – New York Energy Forum; Feb’16 CSIS, All by David Knapp.
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Current Supply-Demand Response Only Half the Story

 For us, Saudi/Opec’s strategy has always had a longer-term component: to assure oil’s role into the next decade
and beyond, likely with accelerated Saudi production rates.
 Arguably the bigger “success” for the market share strategy is delays and cancellations of the next tranche of
competing non-Opec oil from deepwater and to a lesser extent the Arctic, not the immediate reversal of US shale
area growth.
 A small surplus from 2014 doubled in 2015 is just under 1 million b/d this year, growing to 1.51 million b/d in 2017.
That turns negative in 2018-20, given current trends of non-Opec project cancellations, assuming a lack of big Saudi
capacity additions, even with more Iran, Iraq and Libya. What if the Saudis merely push harder on existing fields?
Accumulated inventories, growing non-OECD Asian SPRs give protection, but higher prices toward the end of the
decade are likely without Saudi action.

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
res

 No Oil Market is an Island
 The advent of paper markets brings with it asset allocation influences
 Physical market interactions have also become more intense
 Oil also lives in a world of inter-fuel and inter-factor competition
 Headline driven oil price movements are increasingly financial
 But classic geopolitics still can paly a supporting (or depressing) role
 One great irony of the current oil market is Middle East geopolitics being more threatening
than ever while oil production makes records
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